"Let me say, at the risk of seeming ridiculous, that the true revolutionary is guided by great feelings of love."

--Che Guevara

COMMUNIVERSITY OF NH • MAY 25
ANNOUNCEMENTS

CIA: The Community Information Association (merger of the Community Action Committee and the Committee for an Unbiased Press) will meet on Monday May 25, 7:00 PM in room 208-209 USBE. If you will be anywhere within the State of New Hampshire during the summer and if you are willing to WORK either in Community Organization or in Publications (news gathering and/or writing) PLEASE COME to this important CIA meeting.

A VERY SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT: Nightly guerrilla tactics games are being held on Freak Hill of the MUB. If you are interested in these important games, and want to build up your wind for the real contest ahead, come nightly at around 9.

UNPO: Monday 9 AM UNPO is sponsoring some non-violent, legal --- action for good old Local Board No 9 of Dover, N.H. There will be a meeting of all interested in participating at 9 AM in the Communion Lobby. If you can't go to Dover, you can use a telephone, 764-4966. PLEASE DO. Anything you say does not go in your record. Nothing they tell you HAS to be true. Or you can start writing letters. An educational, fun time is guaranteed for all.

JONATHAN KOZAL: Monday May 25, Jonathan Kozal, author of Death at an Early Age will speak at St. Anselm's in Manchester. The address will be held at 2:30 PM in the Lower Chapel.

WANTED HELP DEPT.: There are a lot of people who want to spend the summer in Durham continuing and expanding the work we have already started. Unless we can institute a new economic base between now and then, they are going to have some way of staying alive. THEREFORE if anyone knows of any job openings in the Durham area please contact Strike Daily or Strike Info. Thanks.

NEW BLOOD DEPT.: Anyone who would like to help the tired, weary and increasingly unimaginative staff of the Strike Daily please check by the office (it used to be called the Student Government office). We need a lot of help doing everything. Draw a cover, think up catchy new revolutionary slogans, learn how to use an A&D Dick 252 and generally have a good time. Please stop by, especially after about 7 PM. We also need help in distribution late at night or early in the mornings, also between 11 PM and 2 AM for assembly line work.

RACISM COMMITTEE: The Racism Committee will meet at 6 PM on Wed., Fri., and Sun. in the Senate PM of the MUB.

UNHYPD: Monday 25. 5 PM in the Durham Room of the MUB Meeting of the Uni young Fascist Organization to discuss campaign tactics for the upcoming gubernatorial election. Anyone wishing to work for the election of Meldrin Thorsen is urged to attend.

THE STUDENT LABOR COMMITTEE: MONDAY 25 --- 7 PM in the Belnap Room Meeting about the summer work in. WEDNESDAY 27 --- 7:30 PM a meeting in Belnap. Haverhill Nursing Home strikers will discuss their recent strike. More on the work in.
WORKSHOPS for Monday

1 p.m. The second meeting of CHINA workshop will meet today at 1 p.m. in the Social Science Lounge. The topic will be the "Historical Background to Socialist Revolution and the consideration of the socialist revolution as a nationalist movement"

3 p.m. ROTC Workshop. Meets daily in the Senate Room MUB

3:30 p.m. Third World Movement meets in the Merriman Room MUB

7 p.m. Political Action Discussion with faculty and interested students to consider the vital issues of lowering the voting age to eighteen and student participation in political campaigns. Those who are interested in campaigning for a candidate this summer or next fall, please come to this meeting. This is your chance to assert your views and gain information for ACTION. The workshop will be held in the Strafford Room of the MUB. 7 p.m.

WORKSHOPS for Tuesday

1 p.m. in the Senate-Merrimack Room of the MUB

FEMALE LIBERATION———BY MALES FOR MALES...ge that.... Come—you may learn something you didn't know before!

3 p.m. ROTC Workshop

Attention: The Third World Movements Workshop will hold a "Discussion on South Africa" with Art Milliner leading the discussion at 3:30 p.m in the Merrimack Room of the MUB. That's TODAY.

IMPORTANT-IMPORTANT-IMPORTANT
Gene Daniell, Mayor of Franklin, is running for Congress. He will speak ON CAMPUS on Wednesday, May 27. Time and room to be announced in Strike Daily

Remember! Remember!
These are the people that were elected to the new Steering Committee:
Kathy Holt
Suzie Sinsweet
Michael Hartney
Dick Lewis
Buzz Davis

We must not think that unrest (on campus) is necessarily and inevitably destructive and disruptive of the academic enterprise.
Our most serious problem in college today is the non-revolting, 'good', obedient, 'nice' students who do what is expected and cause no trouble. They want to conform to whatever is expected provided it does not cause them to become morally committed. I don't know what to do but stick pins in them.

E.G. Williams
Dean of Students
University of Minnesota

Important Meeting! Committee Researching Power Structure at UNH.
Monday at 9 p.m. WSBE 204. Be There!
ALL COMMITTEES AND WORKSHOPS: please assign a secretary to give a report to the Strike Information Center. It is extremely important that we know what is going on, so that we can give out a press release.

9:00 PM - Strike Information Committee meeting.

U.N.D.O. Among other things (secret plan to end the war) Nixon promised in his campaign to end the draft. U.N.D.O. is pledged to help him keep his promises.

U.N.D.O. NEWS The Union College chapter of U.N.D.O. has announced a national draft card turn-in day June 10th. More than 25,000 cards have already been collected on the East and West coasts. Cards will eventually be forwarded to Tricky Dick. New Hampshire collection points will be announced this week.

YOU NORTH AMERICANS ARE VERY LUCKY. YOU LIVE IN THE MIDDLE OF THE BEAST. YOU ARE FIGHTING THE MOST IMPORTANT FIGHT OF ALL, IN THE CENTER OF THE BATTLE.

IF I HAD MY WISH, I WOULD GO BACK WITH YOU TO NORTH AMERICA TO FIGHT THERE. I ENVY YOU.

--CHE GUEVARA

People interested in working on the Grievance Action Committee should meet in the Senate Room, NUB, at 5:30 PM Tuesday. This group uses negotiations, picketing, and demonstrations to correct student grievances, such as unfair exams and messes like the Thompson School screw. Help fight for yourself. Tuesday, 5:30 PM, Senate Room, NUB.

******************************************************************************NEWS FROM AROUND THE STATE******************************************************************************

State lawmaker C.F. Trotbridge of Dublin says he believes the situation at the University of New Hampshire is under control... and he sees no useful purpose in a special legislative session to study student unrest:

The Republican representative said yesterday he opposed the action because (quote) "It would appear to be critical of the trustees, Dr. McConnell, and the Governor, who have avoided trouble in this potentially explosive situation."

Meldrim Thompson of Orford... and three other state legislators... need 50 signatures from the House, and eight from the Senate, to call the Legislature into another special session.

Clifton Hildreth, chief of security told WUNH News that the entrance, lobbies, and halls of all University buildings are public areas but that in a classroom or a workshop, the person running the class has the right to decide who may and may not enter.

BE PATRIOTIC

Fine, upstanding, young, vigorous, bright, concerned, helpful, friendly, kind and determined students are working to improve the state of New Hampshire by changing the complexion of the Legislature. If you have any (or all) of the above qualifications come to the meeting tonight at 7 p.m. in the Strafford Room.
STATEMENT OF SOLIDARITY

The following statement of solidarity with U.S. students was released by the general assembly of university and secondary school students in Havana May 16. It is being endorsed by tens of thousands of Cubans all over the island meeting in special assemblies:

"Today, as more than 700 universities are paralyzed in the United States by the general strike, as the centers of study which imperialism tries to run have been converted into combat trenches, as the blood of rebellious North American youth is flowing—the blood of students and of black revolutionaries—as a cry of indignation is heard from a great part of the people of the U.S., thrusting them into action against the war and against the aggressive and criminal policies of the Nixon government—receive from here, from the heart of revolutionary Cuba, an embrace of solidarity sent by our passionate and revolutionary student body.

To show our solidarity with you, North American student comrades, we have gathered today in front of this lair which yesterday was the Yankee embassy. Our people are here to demonstrate once again our repudiation of the cynical, criminal and shameful policies of the imperialist government of Richard Nixon, to denounce one more time the savage killings in Vietnam, and to condemn the invasion and the obliteration of complete zones of Cambodia, to repudiate the aggression against the people of Asia, Africa and Latin America who are struggling for their independence and their right to a future of self-determination.

The Nixon who you young North Americans are fighting is the same Nixon who unleashes bombs and gases against the most dignified, the most advanced and the most noble of the men and women of the world. It is the same Nixon who has nursed, incubated and instigated the mercenaries who sank our two fishing boats and kidnapped the 11 fishermen from the Gulf of Mexico. It is the same Nixon who promotes every kind of aggression against our country and feeds the hopes of those miserable expatriates he counts on to carry it out.

Our Cuban students join in solidarity with all our might in this truly heroic struggle that you North American students are carrying out in the face of bullets, clubs and gas used by the agents of repression. We join with you in what we believe is the best way possible. We join with you in struggle against the imperialist aggression by disposing ourselves to take up arms whenever our commander-in-chief orders, by alerting ourselves to fight whatever attack and whatever invasion the Nixon government dares. We are proceeding with all our duties in this way imperialism will be overthrown.

"Long live the heroic struggle of the North American students! Long live their martyrs killed in the fight against imperialism!"

"Long live our unity in the face of the common enemy!"

"Hasta la victoria siempre! Patria o muerte! Venceremos!"

ALSO FROM CUBA

The following message was released for distribution to all struggling groups in the United States to express the solidarity of the Executive Secretariat of the Havana-based Organization of Solidarity of the Peoples of Africa, Asia, and Latin America (OSPAAL):

APPLAUD MASSIVE DEMONSTRATIONS AND ACTS OF PROTEST BY NORTH AMERICAN PEOPLE AGAINST NIXON ADMINISTRATION. DEMONSTRATIONS CONDEMNING CAMBODIAN INVASION AND CONSEQUENTIAL EXTENSION OF CRIMINAL WAR OF AGGRESSION AGAINST VIETNAMESE PEOPLE TO ALL SOUTHEAST ASIA NOT ONLY SHOW LEVEL OF CONSCIOUSNESS ATTAINED BY NORTH AMERICAN PEOPLE BUT ALSO THAT NIXON IS ISOLATED IN HIS CRIMINAL AND FASCIST ENDEAVORS. HIS OWN PEOPLE--THE MOST COURAGEOUS AND WORTHY MASSES--HAVE RISEN WITH GREATEST ENERGY TO CONDEMN THIS BARBAROUS ACTION. CRIMINAL MURDER OF FOUR STUDENTS ASSASSINATED BY NATIONAL GUARDSHEN IN KENT AS WELL AS MURDER AND IMPRISONMENT OF
LEADERS AND MILITANTS OF BLACK AND OTHER PROGRESSIVE MOVEMENTS UNMASK NIXON'S TRUE FACE, HIS FASCIST AND BELLICOSE HYSTERIA, AND HIS DESPAIR AT HIS INEVITABLE DEFEAT. IN THESE DRAMATIC MOMENTS WE EXPRESS TO STUDENTS AND ALL NORTH AMERICAN PEOPLE SOLIDARITY AND RECOGNITION OF OUR PEOPLES FOR THESE EXTRAORDINARY AND COURAGEOUS ACTIONS.

Free-The-Dorm-Residents Department.

There will be a meeting for the members of all dorm House Councils on Monday at 9 a.m. in the Durham Room in the MUD. Everyone be there.

More-Quotes Department.

"It has become quite clear to me that our educational system is not designed primarily to human specifications, but to the specifications of data. Both specifications are essential, but the human one must come first, since it is people who give life to data and not vice-versa. People are dynamic, data are static."

Noel F. McInnis
Kendall College

"The basic purpose of a university has always been not solely to provide an encounter with stockpiles of knowledge, but to enable the young to discover and pursue new questions, to develop a spirit of critical inquiry and to test accepted propositions. This theoretical definition of the university's function should now become, as the students see it, the literal one: and the results are as unsettling as they are promising and enormously exciting."

Norman Cousin's Saturday Review

If you're not part of the solution, you're part of the problem.

-Eldridge Cleaver